Google Earth Project

Upload screenshots of your Google Earth Map for Modules 1-4 (there should be 3-5 locations pinned for each module).

Within Google Earth, zoom out to center on the most recent additions to your map. Make sure your "My Places" tab is visible and shows ALL OF YOUR ADDITIONS FOR THIS ASSIGNMENT before taking your screenshots. Remember to include the following components for each of your pins:

1. Add the name of the civilization in the name field.
2. Add the module number and civilization date in the description field.
3. While not necessary, consider choosing a different color pin for each module.
4. How To Take a Screenshot:


You may upload up to 5 screen shots for this assignment to cover all of your pins. The most important part is to ensure all your pins (with details) are visible in My Places. You can shrink the Search pane above My Places and the Layers pane below My Places to allow yourself more room. If you need to include more than one screen shot, be sure to scroll down in My Places to show your next set of pins. And so on, until you have shown all the pins for the assignment.